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The Horizon, Phase 2 at Bangsar South

FOREWORD
For this issue, we are pleased to share with you the many
highlights and news on UOA. A noteworthy feature is the
introduction of Invito Hotel Suites - the first hotel by UOA
Group. Situated in the heart of Kuala Lumpur city, this boutique
hotel successfully marks a brand new chapter for the group
and we are very excited about the prospects that accompany it.
Headlining the property update focus this issue is Kepong
Land Development - a freehold serviced apartment residence
complemented by a retail podium in the surroundings of
Kepong. Our flagship integrated mixed use development,
Bangsar South, recently celebrated the official opening
of a new access road in Kerinchi that offers greater travel
convenience to the area. In addition, we take a closer look at
the unique dining and lifestyle offerings at Nexus, Bangsar
South. Oriental diners, dessert lovers and art enthusiasts will
be especially interested - read on to find out more.
In the travel section, we explore the thriving metropolis of
Wellington, New Zealand; a destination that is garnering
attention this year as it celebrates its 150th year of being a
capital city. It is a truly wonderful point of interest for those
looking to discover new experiences.
Happy reading.

City night view from the pool and gym at Invito Hotel Suites
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Hubba Hubba Restaurant & Bar at Invito Hotel Suites

Urban-inspired hotel suite

Jalan Alor - the famous hawker food paradise

Vibrant By Location
Chic By Nature
Stylish, pleasurable and exceptionally accommodating - Invito
Hotel Suites presents an intimate hotel experience high above
the buzzing atmosphere of the commercial and entertainment
hubs of Kuala Lumpur’s Golden Triangle. Each room exudes
warmth, elegance and practicality, making the hotel a perfect
stay for today’s discerning urban travellers.
A total of four elegantly decorated and adequately equipped
suite variants are available; all furnished with modern
comforts and kitchenettes complemented by simple yet
luxurious amenities as well as glittering vistas of the city
through a floor-to-ceiling glass sliding door and balcony.
Just an elevator ride away from each room is a facilities floor
that encompasses an expansive infinity pool set against an
urban backdrop and a well-equipped gym; providing holistic
fulfillment of recreation and relaxation needs.

Invito Hotel Suites sits mere minutes away from the best
that Kuala Lumpur city has to offer, from premium shopping
districts and world-famous travel attractions, to world-class
dining venues and vibrant bars. The immediate vicinity itself
is a haven of scrumptious hawker fare as well as fine food
and beverage destinations, with some of the most renowned
restaurants calling the locale home.
Also, situated nearby are the two monorail stations - Raja
Chulan Station and Bukit Bintang Station - that serve the
area, placing the diverse expanses of the city within reach.
Suffice to say, Invito Hotel Suites combines the very best of
a contemporary hotel with modern conveniences, engaging
hospitality and a city centre location - for business and leisure.

 www.invitohotelsuites.com.my

Bukit Bintang - a vibrant shopping and lifestyle hotspot
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PERANAKAN CULTURE
DIVERSELY DISTINCTIVE AND
IMMENSELY RICH IN FLAVOURS
To say that the Peranakan culture has had a significant influence
on the Malaysian culture would be, to put it lightly, quite an
understatement. From the expressions used in the average
Malaysian’s vocabulary to the food that make up the average
Malaysian’s culinary enjoyment, the presence of Baba-Nyonya
accents is more than apparent.
By definition, the term ‘Peranakan’ (which means ‘locally
born’ in the Malay language) identifies with the descendants of
Chinese immigrants to the Nusantara region during the colonial
era; specifically, the ethnic Chinese population of the Straits
Settlements (Penang, Malacca and Singapore). Intermarriages
between the early Chinese settlers and local women of the
Malay Archipelago led to the birth of the Peranakan generation
known as Baba-Nyonyas; ‘Nyonya’ referring to the Peranakan
women, while ‘Baba’ to the men.
The Peranakan culture is one that is diversely distinctive and
immensely rich in flavours. And, there is no better example of
this than the fragrant, tangy and aromatic splendour that we
have come to know as Nyonya cuisine.

MIXED USE DEVELOPMENT | UOA JEWELS • 9

Nyonya cuisine is derived from a mixture of Chinese and Malay
influences, and the cooking styles do vary slightly by region.
For example, Nyonya dishes from Penang are commonly Thai
influenced, with a generous use of tamarind and other sour
ingredients, while the Malaccan and Singaporean versions
exhibit more prominent Indonesian flavours. The classic laksa
dish comes as a fine (and sumptuous) reference - more sour in
note when prepared Penang style, and richer with coconut milk
in its ‘laksa lemak’ form in Peninsular Malaysia’s southern
regions and Singapore.

Vibrant lifestyle centre court*

Ultimately though, the dish names remain familiar - Chicken
Kapitan, Assam Laksa, Rojak, Chicken Pongteh, Laksa Lemak
and Mee Siam being but a few of the many delicacies that induce
those Peranakan food cravings.
It is great news, then, that there are a healthy number of venues
in the Klang Valley that continue to be purveyors of these
wonderful indulgences. From classics like Old China Café at
Jalan Balai Polis, Kuala Lumpur and family-run restaurant Sri
Nyonya in Petaling Jaya to more modern interpretations such
as Lima Blas along Jalan Mesui, Kuala Lumpur - the quality
among Peranakan restaurants is in fact consistently good and
most come complete with Baba-Nyonya homages which include
the ‘Bakul Siah’, those iconic red and black auspicious baskets;
and the colourful, intricately detailed oriental porcelain jars
known as ‘Kam Cheng’.
There is just so much for us to discover about the Peranakans
and their colourful history, and it is fortunate that there are
still places out there to explore. In particular, the Pinang
Peranakan Mansion (Penang) and the Baba Nyonya Heritage
Museum (Malacca) should be visited at least once by all
Malaysians because they provide fascinating insights into the
unique Peranakan culture and its significant influence on our
local communities in Malaysia.

Exterior façade*

Link bridge to proposed KTM station*

Swimming pool*

KEPONG Land Development
WELCOME ABODE
Within the developing locale of Kepong lies a new development that is bound to further enhance the vicinity’s rising economic
value. Introducing Kepong Land Development - a freehold serviced apartment set atop an expansive retail podium, designed to
be a unique residence built around the concept of communal interaction and multi-generational living.
Urban families will find themselves right at home with the joys of a spacious home and the convenience of having all daily
necessities right at their doorstep. From the way each unit has been conceptualised to the common facilities on offer, Kepong
Land Development has much to entice its future dwellers.
Comprising three blocks of residential units, the list of enjoyments to be offered includes sports courts, children's play areas,
reading rooms, a café and a community centre; all of which stand as points of interest that promote interaction not just within
households, but among households as well.
Kepong Land Development is directly linked to a proposed KTM station and its strategic location - with schools, transportation
facilities and other public amenities located nearby - further complements its position as a choice development that fulfills all
needs of its owners and their families.
*Artist's impression only
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Sweet Palate

BAKED WITH PASSION

Sweet Palate prides itself on crafting treats using the finest
ingredients with utmost care, love and passion. Its first
outlet at Nexus offers a comfortable, relaxing environment
where you can give in to sugary bliss and indulge in its
sumptuous baked delights with a fine cuppa, no matter
what time of the day.
At this dessert haven, life is made sweeter with its
delectable range of heavenly treats - including the not to
be missed Butter Cake.

Level 2-6
+603 2242 3299
 www.sweetpalate.net


This bustling hotspot is bound to please with its diversity in offerings
and ambience, making it an ideal destination for business and leisure.

DAO XIANG CHINESE
CUISINE RESTAURANT
DINING WITH A DIFFERENCE

To gourmands of Chinese culinary creations, Shunde
cuisine is widely regarded as an exquisite form of
Cantonese cooking and it is an oriental indulgence
offered with authenticity at Dao Xiang Chinese
Cuisine Restaurant. Elegantly woodsy tones cultivate
a welcoming warmth at this gastronomic gem which
presents just the right setting to enjoy its palatable
dishes, prepared with specially selected fresh
ingredients from China.
Best known for its signature Seafood Hotpot that
is simmered to a smooth, aromatic perfection, Dao
Xiang also features a menu of tempting varieties - all
of which stay true to their Shunde recipes.

Level 1-13
+603 2242 3318
 www.daoxiang.com.my



AT NEXUS

The Studio at KL

Enriching Lives Through Painting

Earth without art would just be ‘Eh’, or so it
goes, and it is a fact that we often forget to
appreciate the many forms of art around us.
With Art Jamming, The Studio at KL aspires
to change that. Regardless of your experience
with art, the Art Jamming experience caters
for all. Just walk in, let your inner Picasso
loose while socialising and then walk out with
your own masterpiece.
It is also the perfect team building platform
for corporate organisations - one where
employees are able to walk away with more
than just lifted spirits.

Level 2-5
+603 2242 1626
 www.thestudioatkl.com



UNIQUE DINING &
LIFESTYLE PLEASURES

Discover and indulge your senses with exciting concepts in the
convenience of one venue. Our growing list of dining and lifestyle
establishments at Nexus includes Dao Xiang Chinese Cuisine
Restaurant, Sweet Palate and The Studio at KL.
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UOA serves as key contributor
to new access road Connecting BANGSAR SOUTH

Datuk Seri Tengku Adnan Tengku Mansor, Federal Territories Minister (front row, third from left) and Tan Sri Haji Ahmad Phesal Haji Talib, Mayor of Kuala Lumpur (front
row, third from right) at the launch of the new access road in Kerinchi.

An official opening ceremony was held in June 2015 by Kuala Lumpur City Hall (DBKL) in celebration of the new access road to
Jalan Kerinchi where the Bangsar South development is located. The event was officiated by Datuk Seri Tengku Adnan Tengku
Mansor, Federal Territories Minister in the presence of Tan Sri Haji Ahmad Phesal Haji Talib, Mayor of Kuala Lumpur.
Designed to alleviate traffic congestion along Jalan Pantai Baru and Jalan Kerinchi that links to Bangsar South, the 800-metre
access road will connect Jalan Kerinchi Kiri to Federal Highway and Kerinchi Link on SPRINT Highway.
The new road involved the building of a direct entry from Federal Highway to Jalan Kerinchi Kiri, an exit flyover from Jalan
Kerinchi Kiri to Kerinchi Link and widening of Jalan Kerinchi Kiri from two to four lanes. UOA served as a key contributor to the
RM20.3 million project with the intention to facilitate the increase in the living and working population around the Kerinchi area
as well as provide greater access convenience for the community.
The initiative was undertaken by the Federal Territories Ministry and DBKL to improve the standard and efficiency of the traffic
system, public transport and highways in line with the vision of making Kuala Lumpur one of the best cities in the world in terms
of transportation.

BANGSAR SOUTH
FEDERAL HIGHWAY

ENTRY FROM
FEDERAL HIGHWAY

EXIT TO
KERINCHI LINK

SPRINT HIGHWAY

BEYOND CONFORMITY
Embracing World’s Lifestyle
Experience a new take on hospitality in Capri by
Fraser. This hotel residence is global in its influences
and welcoming in its presence; offering guests
affordable luxury complemented by all the comforts
and amenities one could ask for in a home away from
home.
Within its contemporary exterior are 240 stylish,
well-appointed rooms and chic studios - dressed with
inspiring art and innovative tech throughout. Each living
space is fitted with artisan bathrooms, fully equipped
kitchenettes, comprehensive home entertainment
systems and high-speed Wi-Fi. A guest-only facilities
deck, Capri Club lounge and meeting facilities are also
ready to serve business and holiday travellers alike.
Being centrally located in the heart of Bangsar South
and set against the city skyline, this smart hotel is also
surrounded by a wide array of entertainment and retail
hotspots with excellent transportation connectivity.
Here at Capri by Fraser, we blur the line between work
and play.

 www.capribyfraser.com
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LAUNCH OF NEW HEADQUARTERS
BY PNS AT THE HORIZON
PNS Tower, the wholly-owned new headquarters of
Perbadanan Nasional Berhad (PNS), celebrated its
official launch in March 2015 which was officiated by
Prime Minister of Malaysia, Dato’ Sri Mohd Najib Tun
Haji Abdul Razak. Located at The Horizon in Bangsar
South, PNS Tower has been fully operational since
2012 following 14 years of operations at Putra World
Trade Centre (PWTC).

RM200,000 DONATION
TO EAST COAST

PNS is an agency under the Ministry of Domestic
Trade, Co-operatives and Consumerism (MDTCC)
which has been given the mandate to lead the
development of Malaysia’s franchise industry through
local franchise development programmes, financing,
training, consultation and learning as well as franchise
investment promotion.
The 18-storey PNS Tower is situated within the
Multimedia Super Corridor (MSC) Malaysia Cybercentre
and is built according to Green Building Index (GBI)
specifications. It is equipped with full facilities that
include the Auditorium, Academic Training Centre,
Integrated Meeting Room and Coffee University by
Gloria Jean’s Coffee.

FLOOD RELIEF EFFORTS

(from left) Cecelia Chan, Property Director of UOA Group handing over the mock cheque
to Datuk Wira Dr Bahari Datuk Abu Mansor, Vice Chairman & Head of National Disaster
Management of Malaysian Red Crescent Society; Leanne Goh, Acting Group Chief Editor of
The Star Publications; Muizzudin Mahmud, Vice President, Sales of Firefly and James Kon,
Committee Member, Natural Disaster Management of Malaysian Red Crescent Society.

UOA contributed RM200,000 to The Star-MRCS-Firefly Relief Fund in aid of the East Coast flood victims in January 2015. The
contribution aimed to provide emergency aid and support rehabilitation efforts in flood stricken states in Malaysia.
The launch was graced by the Prime Minister (centre) and witnessed by Dato’ Sri Hasan
Malek, Minister of MDTCC (fourth from right); Datuk Idris Hashim, Chairman of PNS
(second from left) and Dato’ Syed Kamarulzaman Syed Zainol Khodki Shahabudin, Managing
Director of PNS (far left).

The mock cheque was handed over to representatives of the flood relief fund, which was initiated by The Star, in collaboration with
Malaysian Red Crescent Society (MRCS) and Firefly during a charity night at Nexus, Bangsar South.
As part of the event programme, a charity auction for the public was held and proceeds amounting to RM10,000 were channelled to
the flood relief fund. Visitors and patrons of Nexus were also able to make donations with the provision of donation boxes by MRCS
at designated areas.
In addition, a collection centre was set up at The Sphere, Bangsar South whereby a total of 6 tonnes of items were collected from the
public including blankets, towels, diapers, bottled water, instant noodles, canned food, sugar, rice, hygiene kits, used clothes and
other necessities, which were all donated in support of the flood relief fund.

LITERACY BOOST
CAMPAIGN
FOR UNDERPRIVILEGED CHILDREN

UOA continued its support to JOMBACA Children Literacy
Campaign by donating RM20,000 to fund the literacy
project. The educational programme was implemented
by ADRF Malaysia, a non-profit organisation that helps
underprivileged and vulnerable children to better their
lives through education by organising free intensive reading
programmes for communities in need.

LUNAR NEW YEAR
CELEBRATION

Held at PPR Pantai Ria in Pantai Dalam, the month-long
campaign consisted of 60 hours of intensive learning and
training that ran from mid-May to mid-June 2015 for 70
children. The initiative serves as part of UOA’s corporate
social responsibility efforts to help the community in the
Bangsar South vicinity.

UOA brought joy and cheer to the senior citizens at Joy Garden Elderly
Home - a shelter for destitute, homeless and neglected elderly folks - in
conjunction with the Chinese New Year celebrations in February 2015.

More than 200 children in Lembah Pantai aged 7 to 17
have benefitted from the school holiday programme since
its introduction in 2013 by ADRF Malaysia in collaboration
with i-Sina, an intensive reading programme provider
that assists children to be able to read in less than three
months. Most children who needed help were amongst the
poor children from the underprivileged families, especially
from the high density urban poor communities.
Datin Sharifah Norazah, President of ADRF Malaysia (back row, third from left)
receiving the mock cheque from Eugene Lee, General Manager of UOA Group (back
row, fourth from left).

WITH ELDERLY FOLKS

20 jovial UOA staff volunteers and 20 elderly folks from the home in
Puchong revelled in each other’s company, making it a truly memorable
occasion in which to usher in the Year of the Goat. The day’s itinerary
included a visit to a nearby mall to shop for new clothing ahead of the festive
celebration and a hearty lunch with the customary ‘yee sang’ tossing.
In keeping with tradition, ang pows and mandarin oranges were handed
out to all the residents to wish them good health and happiness. UOA also
presented need list items including food and toiletries to the elderly home
to ease their burden.
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THE COOLEST LITTLE CAPITAL IN THE WORLD
WELCOME TO WELLINGTON, NEW ZEALAND
It has been 150 years since that milestone year of 1865 when
Wellington took over from Auckland as the capital city of New
Zealand. While the name Wellington may have previously
lacked the mainstream presence of other cities of its genre,
it has definitely improved its presence on the proverbial and
literal map in recent years.
Lonely Planet called it ‘the coolest little capital in the world’
and it was cited to have the 12th best quality of living in the
world in 2014. Once you get to know the place better, it is easy
to understand why.
Situated on the southern end of the North Island, Wellington’s
surroundings are breathtaking as it is nestled among
shimmering harbours, glistening skylines and serene hills.
Natural beauty, arts, culture and rich history come together
here on a truly magnificent level, which is why it is well worth a
visit for any traveller.
There are three primary districts within the area - Wellington
City, the islands and harbours of Porirua towards the north
and the more suburban Hutt Valley in the northeast. About
400,000 people call Wellington home, most of which reside in
the primary urban area.

The city’s eclectic architecture is reason enough for a visit, and
it is a landscape made up of 19th century cottages, contemporary
art installations and energetic modern structures in the central
business district. It goes without saying that Wellington is best
enjoyed on foot, like most beautiful cities are.
Here, you will discover the pleasures of a vibrant and dynamic
harbour capital with a traveller’s essential guide to the things
you must absolutely do - relaxing at one of Wellington’s many
beaches or strolling along its beautiful waterfronts; getting
inspired at its abundant galleries, museums and theatres;
hitting the outdoors for adventures in awe-inspiring natural
surroundings; or simply having a perfect café latte at an
artisanal café. It is worth noting that Wellington is in fact known
as the culinary capital of New Zealand, what with its rich array
of quaint bars, quirky cafés and award-winning restaurants.

THE WELLINGTON MUST-DO LIST:
1) Story time at Te Papa Tongarewa – National Museum of
New Zealand
Innovative, interactive and captivating; New Zealand’s every
wonder is yours to discover here in hugely entertaining ways.
Best of all, general admission is free!

4) Experience movie magic
Lord of the Rings is not the only movie that New Zealand is
affiliated with, and the Weta Cave mini-museum showcases
this in spectacular fashion, taking you on a behind-thescenes look at some of the best in movie-making craft.

2) Soak in the views at Mount Victoria Lookout Point
Enjoy what is arguably the best view of the city, with fish and
chips in hand, and a setting (or rising) sun in the distance.

5) Get wild at Wellington Zoo
Over 100 species of animals - including sun bears, kiwis and
Sumatran tigers - wait to be interacted with at the Wellington
Zoo, the ‘best little zoo in the world’!

3) Ride the Wellington Cable Car
A true icon of the city that provides access to yet another
excellent vantage point. The destination offers a lookout area,
the Cable Car Museum and the Carter Observatory.

6) Coffee and culture at Cuba Street
Vibrant bars, eclectic shops and artisanal cafés - Cuba
Street is overflowing with life, art, culture and colours. This
is coffee culture at its finest and a true haven for hipsters.

Climate

GetTING There

Where to Stay

Weather and temperatures remain
sunny and lovely all year, with lows
of 4°C and highs that rarely ever
surpass 25°C.

Flights from Kuala Lumpur to Wellington
are limited, with only Malaysia Airlines and
Air New Zealand servicing the route via a
stopover at Auckland. Alternatively, Qantas
can get you there, albeit via Sydney.

Lodging is aplenty, catering to varied
preferences. However, Bolton Hotel
Wellington and At Home Wellington are
two places deserving of early attention.
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PRIZE

PRIZE

PRIZE

Nexus
Gift Vouchers

Nexus
Gift Vouchers

Nexus
Gift Vouchers

RM300

RM200

RM100

Please answer the questions below in the space provided.
1. Invito Hotel Suites has four elegantly decorated and adequately
equipped suite variants, furnished with modern comforts and
kitchenettes.				
YES / NO
2. Name the two (2) monorail stations near Invito Hotel Suites:
i)
ii)
Fill in your particulars and send your answers via post to the
address indicated in the terms and conditions section no later than
30 September 2015.

Get Ready For

Full Name

This Monstrous Challenge

I/C No.

The rules are simple. Much like the traditional sudoku,
each row, column and group of squares enclosed by the
bold lines must contain each number only once. This
monstrous puzzle extends beyond the conventional 1 to
9, and also contains A, B and C within the 3x4 boxes.

Address

Telephone

MATTERS OF THE HEART

Email

WHAT IS TRUE AND WHAT IS NOT

Project Name &
Property No.

Terms & Conditions:

1) Send your answers and details to:
UOA JEWELS CONTEST
Wisma UOA Bangsar South
Tower 1, Avenue 3, The Horizon, Bangsar South City
No. 8, Jalan Kerinchi, 59200 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
2) Winners will be selected based on all correct answers on a first come, first served basis.
3) Prizes will be made payable to the name registered as per participation form.
4) Judges' decision is final and no correspondence will be entertained. The management reserves all rights to the contest.
5) Qualifying entries will have to be submitted by 30 September 2015.
6) Winners will be notified via phone/mail and prizes not collected within 30 days of notification will be handed over to the next best entry.
7) UOA staff and their immediate family members are NOT eligible to enter this contest.

CONGRATULATIONS

Sudoku With A Twist - Answers for Issue 17

To issue 17 winners

So, you think you know everything you need to know about heart
attacks? Perhaps, but there are some heart-related matters
that are often taken for granted.
Let us take a look at a handful of facts and misconceptions
about one of the leading causes of deaths in the world.
1) You Will Know When You Have High Blood Pressure Or High
Cholesterol
Not necessarily, unless you have taken a comprehensive
blood pressure or cholesterol test. Symptoms are almost
always absent when it comes to problems like hypertension
and high cholesterol levels. Even someone seemingly fit and
healthy can suffer from it.
The solution is simple - get a proper test done every now and
then.
2) Chest Pain = Heart Attack
There are less severe problems that cause chest pain (which
should always be checked), but feeling a sharp pain where the
heart is, is not the only sign of a heart attack.

PRIZE

PRIZE

PRIZE

BEY CHOON HO

SOO SOW KOW

OOI SHU YEE

RM300

RM200

RM100

Unexplained fatigue, shortness of breath and constant sleep
disturbances are all signs; especially among women. In fact, it
is even possible to feel no chest pain whatsoever during a heart
attack. So, read up about the topic and be aware.

3) Only Old People Have Heart Problems
Unfortunately, more and more cases of heart-related
problems are being reported among people at much younger
ages. Therefore, this statement could not be more false.
However, the most common groups that record cardiovascular
issues are men in their 50s and women in their 60s.
4) Fitness Is Not For The Weak Hearted
It is generally not a good idea for anyone suffering from heart
issues to be resorting to a sedentary lifestyle. The truth is
any amount of exercise is always better than no exercise at
all. The simple act of walking around will prove to be hugely
beneficial compared to simply sitting down.
5) It Is In The Family
Heart health is, by and large, a genetic trait but it is not
conclusive. Many risk factors are within your control, even if
high blood pressure and heart attack problems run in your
family. The most obvious control points are maintaining a
healthy lifestyle, adopting a healthy diet and avoidance (or
stopping) of smoking, among others.

REFINED INDULGENCE
Sitting in its contemporary expanse on the third level of Nexus is The Oak Room - a private setting for discerning guests to
wine, dine and socialise. Sophisticated in style and comprehensive in its offerings; this classy executive club presents an array
of dining and leisure venues that includes private dining rooms, private meeting rooms, karaoke rooms, a lounge bar, a wine
room, an alfresco area and a reading room.
From exquisite culinary creations to fine wines, The Oak Room is primed to be the choice destination for networking and
entertaining for those who ply their trades within and beyond the Bangsar South vicinity.

For enquiries: The Oak Room, Level 3, Nexus, Bangsar South City
No. 7, Jalan Kerinchi, 59200 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Tel: 03 2386 9169 Fax: 03 2386 9199
Email: theoakroom@uoahospitality.com.my
Managed by UOA Hospitality Sdn Bhd (949294-W)

